2012 mini cooper s

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Had to contact dealer
several times before getting a response. When dealer finally responded, vehicle was already
sold. They are liars. Real con artist. They advertise prices for vehicles. But actual prices ended
up being unreasonable. Ex: ad said real price 10, I expected additional charges as with any
dealer. But thier prices are ridiculous! They were honest and up front about the vehicle. They
gave me a complete description of the truck and provided me with the vehicle report. I would
highly recommend them. Although we did not buy the car we originally went to look at, we
bought a different Mazda. Great dealer to work with, casual but professional and our daughter is
very happy with her new ride! Thanks again Sands Auto Sales. Great place to buy your used car
from , good selection and they work hard to meet your needs. We will be back again. They
always respond. Awesome car buying experience!! We bought a great little car at a great price. I
highly recommend Maggie and her dealership! Very friendly and helpful business. Told me
everything I needed to know and let me look at anything without hesitation. Glad I was able to
find them! Dealer responded in a timely manner - but the car was gone. Thought it was a good
deal and so did someone else who was faster than me. Was not a good experience for Mercedes
dealership. Tried to purchase a car remotely out of state. All in all kept getting bad photos and
zero help I can't imagine attempting this brand with that type of service. In the end I just put on
the brakes and told them with bad photos and a few pictures this will not work. Maybe they are
great in person but remotely I'd suggest someone that does it better. The dealership was very
good and was able to accommodate my schedule for the test of the car. The dealership did
respond when I used the car gurus app to contact them. It was when i called them on a follow
up, that led me to believe i would not choose to deal with them. I called and the person who
answered the phone started playing 20 questions as to why i called. Just no. Prompt responses
to my email inquiries. Was willing to address a selling price. Overall pleased and will begin
touch this Spring when ready to purchase. The representative was friendly and professional.
She was knowledgeable about the vehicle and interested in assisting me. I read a good amount
of the most recent reviews, and was under the impression i had to be very specific about the
vehicle i wish to see. Spoke with their rep over the phone and asked specifically if the car i
wanted to see was available to see they said yes, so i scheduled an appointment, i drove 40
miles and go the lot just to find out the vehicle wasnt available? Thanks for wasting my time!!!
What an amazing experience. They really took care of me since the minute I even inquired about
this car. Good deal and great vibes. Responded fast and very friendly! I was I'm and out of there
in a half hour with my new car. Great experience! My inquiry was answered right away. Upon
arrival the vehicle was very clean and in the condition expected with friendly service Purchased
the vehicle very efficiently by phone and Internet. Happy with my purchase. Very good price.
Andy is straight shooter. Mini Cooper was vary clean. Very happy with the deal. Professional,
courteous and answered all of my questions. Did not dismiss me without having a male with
me! They have the cleanest used luxury cars, Alex will do what it takes to make you a fair an
honest deal, I looked at about 10 other cars and I bought this car because it was the best deal all
around!! I bought a car on Saturday from fanasy, Auto. They were extremely professional
answered all my question. Made me feel comfortable. I'm extremely happy with my car. They
offered me a free oil change on my birthday. And went out of their way to make sure I was
happy. I would highly recommend them to anyone looking for a car. Alex was the best. Thank
you for a great experience and a great car. The price is misleading, it was actually 15, Top of the
line! Many thanks. By far the cleanest test drive vehicle I have been in. Outstanding condition
and description of the Jeep. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. For
my next car, however, I may consider the MINI S 4 door hardtop, as the back hatch on the 4 door
hardtop seems that it might be easier to live with than the barn doors of the Clubman. Fun car to
drive. The quirky instrument display and settings takes getting used to but functional. Really
dont like not being able to manually check the oil level. The electronic oil check just doesnt
instill confidence. Its really a two seater as the rear seats are best for storage or pe Read more.
Good lookin and and good performance. A little road and wind noise and maybe too loud
exhaust. Why Use CarGurus? When BMW did its Lazarus number with the Mini Cooper in , it
seemed the only question was how long the company could sustain the revival. What emerges

is a diminutive two-seaterâ€” roughly five inches taller than a folding-hardtop Mazda Miata but
The awkward part is the integration of the turning vane at the trailing edge of the roof,
exacerbated by the pop-up rear wing, which rises from the decklid when the pizza-sized speedo
indicates 50 mph. As with the four-seat hatchback, its structure has the feel of something
forged rather than assembled. The electric power steering is race-car quick and precise, and
body roll is all but absent. Our scales tell us the two-seater is about pounds heavier than the
four-seat hatchback. Either way, it remains a small front-drive car that understeers at its limits.
Still, those limits are high and only reachable with the stability-control system turned off. The
last Cooper S four-seat hatch we tested [May ] dashed to 60 in 6. This S Coupe took 6. On the
other hand, the Coupe turned in consistent sports-car stopsâ€” feet from 70 mphâ€”and
excellent grip: 0. However, beware of those option boxes. Displacement: 98 cu in, cc Power: hp
rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm. Dump the clutch at about rpm. Be careful shifting as it is easy to catch a
lower gear when hurrying an even-to-odd change. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to
search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks
of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Expand Collapse. This
content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests.
Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Mini Cooper owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Cruise control, clock, warning
lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor,
interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security
system. Fixed under warranty". They replaced all four plugs just in case also". Engine running
rough. Expensive repair. One failed last year and had to be replaced. Went ahead and replaced
all spark plugs as well at about 50, miles". Car repair diagnosed as a failed ignition coil. Mini
Cooper extended the warranty and authorized free replacement on the Coil s which were done
at no charge. All plugs had to be replaced earlier than I'd expected". They said they had issues
with some of them and were replacing them with a different brand that is also used on the newer
Minis after seeing these fail more often". Initially we had to pay for the repair then got a recall
notice that required us to submit receipts when mini had done the repairs and had the
documentation in their system. Replaced wires and plugs". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine
computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. The ECU kept giving me a shorted
sensor error. Sensor is good and wiring is good. Have not fixed the problem. Check engine light
comes on". They fixed it immediately and provided loaner if I wanted it. There was no visible oil
stain in my garage". Very expensive to maintain". Began as the car turned 7 years old.
Subsequently after repair coolant hose blew. Suspected poor maintenance procedure when
replacing the radiator". No apparent entry point. They repeatedly lose air and need costly
replacement". Holes were recently cleared, so problem should be fixed. Not just over bumps,
but when turning on smooth roads". Intermittent noise. Replaced belts and pulleys. Noise still
returns. It's been in for repairs five times in the past 12 months but has not been able to be
fixed". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or
vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Complained each time we took it in but they were
not able to fix it until they finally replace the caliper and brake pads. Now it is perfect". It had
rotated and cut the brake line causing all the brake fluid to escape and inducing near complete
brake failure. Brake life is awful. Dealer thinks it is normal to change brakes more than once per
year. I don't agree". Since the brake rotor is thin it required hanging both the pads and rotors on
the front brakes. Thin rotors can't be turned and leads to extra ot to fix". Radiator, cooling fan,
antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Added water to drive to mechanic close
to home. All within 5 miles from home". It is difficult to access so it was expensive to get the
work completed. The cost to repair focused on accessibility of the engine compartment and
resulted in us fixing many other ,00 mile issues including oil, belts, coils and replacing a warped
valve cover to resolve most of the issues with the engine at that age. The cost of service was
excessive due to accessibility of the engine compartment labor and the cost of specific Mini
parts. But once you access that area of the engine, you might as well take care of the other
age-related issues. Registered as overheating". Required removal of intake manifold for access
to thermostat. Very expensive! It's a poor design". Had to be replaced". Mini covered all repairs

under its warranty. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery,
battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor
failure, spark plugs and wires failure. I didn't feel safe driving my car without the indicators and
I couldn't signal out my window because the windows wouldn't roll down. We found out that it
was due to a burned out footwell module and that it was covered under an extended warranty. It
took about a week from the initial problem to get into the Mini dealership to get it checked and
fixed. MINI replaced it. Sometimes it will not work and other times it seems to get stuck on the
hottest setting even if I turn it to the lowest setting. I haven't gotten the problem fixed. Manual
check of tire pressure evidenced to comlaint". The corrosion was so bad that the module
flooded the car network with erroneous information and resulted in the network never shutting
down. This prevented engine, instrument, and sensor normal operations and resulted in
continuous battery drain that ran the battery down and prevented electrical system functions.
The car instruments, switches, and controls all failed in a cascading fashion that took a while to
diagnose the sources. The RDC module was found to be the problem, replaced for parts and
labor. And the car functions like new again. But the failure was so catastrophic, I was surprised
by the downstream effects and it resulted in 2 or more weeks of attempted troubleshooting at
home - replacing the battery - without success before taking it to a repair facility. This is the first
stranding failure we've experienced. I have to have the dealer resent the sensor. Paint fading,
chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Mini repaired
light and paint at their expense". Replaces, a known problem". It was broken and would not
reattach. I had to order a new part. Molding around windshield had to be reglued". Not cheap.
Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors,
mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. That part of the mechanism had to
be replaced, expensively". Extreme temperatures - both hot and cold - seem to stop the door
latch from opening the door. The button will not depress from the exterior". Dealer unreponsive
to fixing it". Took to 2 dealers, neither of which knew that the heater and seat had to be ordered
as a unit". It had to be replaced to keep moisture from entering the area. Took some time to
diagnose: original thought was fuel filter or bad sensor, no luck. Traced issue to bad secondary
pump jet pump. Replaced and fixed issue temporarily. Come to find out upon further
diagnostics that the dying jet pump fried the fuse panel because it was drawing too much
voltage. Fuse panel had to be replaced most expensive part and then issue was resolved. The
dealer replaced it but I think it may still have issues as the car has a rough start in cold
weather". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger,
timing chain or timing belt. After 5 instances of this happening over 12 months Mini had to
rebuild the engine". Found problem caused by drag on exhaust camshaft at low idle by the
vacuum pump. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering
linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance,
springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Interface for telephone
did not work. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement.
Although not happy and extremely expensive to repair, I have related the failure to operator
error from either the previous owner or my teenage son who borrowed the car for several weeks
while his vehicle was in the shop. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer,
transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. We
noticed that the car did not shift well on hills any longer. We brought the car in, but Mini didn't
believe there was an issue. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks.
Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this
message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Mini Cooper Change Vehicle. Despite
being the least-expensive Mini, the base Mini Cooper with a manual transmission is our
top-scoring variant. It outscores the faster turbocharged Cooper S and larger Clubman due to
its better ride and fuel economy. Even with its base engine, the Mini is a joy to drive with
excellent handling and braking. Fuel economy is impressive at 33 mpg overall, but it requires
premium fuel. There is 1 recall on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common
Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse
Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission
Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body
Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots.
Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for
about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to

power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough
sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not
manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Went ahead and replaced all spark plugs as
well at about 50, miles" Ira V. They said they had issues with some of them and were replacing
them with a different brand that is also used on the newer Minis after seeing these fail more
often" Bruce M. Replaced wires and plugs" Stephen O. Engine computer "After I replaced the
cross engine water tube and vacuum pump. There was no visible oil stain in my garage" Dave S.
It's been in for repairs five times in the past 12 months but has not been able to be fixed" John
E. Calipers "Caliper dragging for 2 years. Thin rotors can't be turned and leads to extra ot to fix"
Steven H. All within 5 miles from home" Anonymous, Mini Cooper Base 1. Had to be replaced"
Thomas G. Exterior lights other than headlights "going down the highway the left side yellow
light just blew off the car lost in on the highway someplace" Anonymous, TX Mini Cooper S 1.
Loose exterior trim or moldings "Exterior side light fell off while driving. Mini repaired light and
paint at their expense" Glenn P. Convertible top "The passenger rear window stopped
operating, which prevented the convertible top from going up or down. That part of the
mechanism had to be replaced, expensively" John S. Fuel injection system "Needed parts
changed" George K. The dealer replaced it but I think it may still have issues as the car has a
rough start in cold weather" Allen L. Engine rebuild or replacement "We purchased the car used
- 2 weeks after the purchase the timing chain tensioners failed, causing the timing chain to fail
causing catastrophic engine failure. After 5 instances of this happening over 12 months Mini
had to rebuild the engine" Mike H. Bushings "The front and rear stabilizer bar bushings were
loose so needed to be replaced. Radio "Echoing" David B. Electrical failure "Radio was not
functioning. Slipping transmission "The transmission started slipping a in See All Trouble
Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Ford Focus. Hyundai Elantra. Mazda 3. Mini Cooper.
Nissan Sentra. Subaru Impreza. Toyota Corolla. Toyota Prius C. This score shows whether the
model had more or fewer problems overall than the average model of that year, calculated from
the total number of problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. If the circuit board
were to overheat, it can increase the risk of a fire. Read Recall Details. The electric auxiliary
water pump may fail and cause the circuit board to overheat. What should you do:. BMW will
notify owners, and dealers will replace the electric auxiliary water pump, free of charge.
Depending on the model, there are currently limited parts available, however not all parts are
available at this time. Owners will be notified of the recall beginning June 11, , and will receive a
second notification when remedy parts become available. Note: BMW recommends that owners
park their vehicle outdoors until the recall remedy has been performed. Potential Number of
Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up.
Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer
Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings
and reviews. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Trim Select Trim. EPA
Classification Compact. Drivetrain All Wheel Drive. Engine Order Code NA. Fuel System Direct
Injection. Maximum Horsepower RPM Maximum Torque RPM Cooling System Capacity quarts 5.
Transmission Order Code NA. Transmission Description Manual. Number of Transmission
Speeds 6. First Gear Ratio :1 3. Second Gear Ratio :1 2. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Fourth Gear Ratio
:1 1. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 0. Sixth Gear Ratio :1 0. Reverse Ratio :1 3. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 3.
Clutch Size NA. Fuel Economy and Range. Fuel Tank. Exterior Dimensions. Wheelbase inches
Length inches Width, without mirrors inches Height inches Front Track Width inches Rear Track
Width inches Minimum Ground Clearance inches NA. Liftover Height inches NA. Interior
Dimensions. Total Passenger Volume cubic feet NA. Front Head Room inches Front Leg Room
inches Front Shoulder Room inches Front Hip Room inches NA. Second Row Head Room
inches Second Row Leg Room inches Second Row Shoulder Room inches Cargo Area
Dimensions. Trunk Space cubic feet NA. Steering Ratio :1 Turns, lock to lock NA. Rear
Suspension Type Multi-link. Brake Type Pwr. Anti-Lock-Braking System 4-Wheel. Front Brake
Rotors, diameter x thickness inches Rear Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches Rear
Drums, diameter x width inches NA. Wheels and Tires. Front Wheel Size inches 17 x 7. Front
Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size inches 17 x 7. Rear Wheel Material Aluminum. Spare
Wheel Size inches NA. Spare Wheel Material NA. Spare Tire Size NA. Maximum Trailer Weight,
dead weight hitch pounds NA. Maximum Tongue Weight, dead weight hitch pounds NA.
Maximum Trailer Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds NA. Maximum Tongue Weight, weight
distributing hitch pounds NA. Weight Information. Base Curb Weight pounds Maximum
Alternator Capacity amps Carbon Black, interior color. Remote keyless entry -inc: 2-step
unlocking, remote trunk release, 2 fobs. Central locking system -inc: tailgate release, 2-step
unlocking. Air conditioning -inc: pollen micro-filter, air recirculation. Dynamic traction control
-inc: electronic differential lock control. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. The last offer

I received was close, but not quite where I wanted to be. I'm not in a bind where I need to sell, so
I'll leave it at that. This is an unusually high optioned car. CarGurus is a good place to start.
Runs good, in good cosmetic condition. See pics. Also included screenshot of CarGuru's
pricing report. Clear title. See free AutoCheck report. Buyer responsible for shipping. Please
request a CarFax report or look at actual title pic in listing for verification. At least the other data
is right. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window
or tab. Add to Watchlist. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Seller
information bfjohnso Contact seller. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:.
The listing has ended. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not update
immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member.
Buyer responsible for vehicle pick-up or shipping. Item location:. Dayton, Washington, United
States. Ships to:. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. Seller assumes all responsibility
for this listing. Vehicle History Report Summary. Provided by AutoCheck, a part of Experian.
Copyright Experian Information Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved. Title Check:. Odometer
Check:. See the full Vehicle History Report. AutoCheck Score. About the AutoCheck Report
Score Experian Automotive's AutoCheck vehicle history reports feature the patent-pending
AutoCheck Score - a rating system that allows you to buy with confidence by quickly and easily
evaluating all the vehicle's history data with one convenient score. Report Details. The
AutoCheck Score factors show the top reasons why a vehicle is scoring above, below or within
range for similar vehicles. Check the full history section for more details. The vehicle history
report is currently not available. Please check back later. Payment details. Seller's payment
instructions Full payment via Paypal due within 3 days of auction close. Back to home page
Return to top. Experian provides these reports to you on an "as is" basis and eBay is not
responsible or liable for the comprehensiveness or accuracy of the reports. If you have any
questions about the reports, contact Experian. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not
available Photos not available for this variation. Highlights Title Check:. AutoCheck Score
Master Card. During a recent gas station visit, the gawking was so pronounced, I thought I'd
driven away with the nozzle still attached to the car. The rubbernecking became even more
apparent after pulling into the parking lot of a SoCal ski resort in the bright Chili Red and
silver-helmeted Mini Coupe S. Skiers and snowboarders were enthralled with the quirky
two-seat Mini, with reactions ranging from the thumbs-up sign to laughing and pointing. With its
stubby profile, two seats, and truncated rear end, it wouldn't be out of line to think the Mini
Coupe S is the unholy offspring of a Mini and a smart fortwo. Get behind the wheel, though, and
you can be assured this scrappy little car is unmistakably a Mini, and not just any Mini. The
brand dedicated to all things eccentric claims the Coupe is its most fun-to-drive vehicle ever.
We recently strapped the MT test gear to it in an effort to evaluate that boast. Although the
Coupe appears to have shrunk in size, it's essentially a mirage, as it's roughly the same size as
the MINI Cooper hardtop. The inch-long two-seater is actually 0. The only real difference is the
height. At From its profile, though, the Coupe appears to be wearing a backwards baseball cap
instead of a helmet, thanks to its integrated rear spoiler. At 50 mph and up, an active rear
spoiler also pops out of the trunk lid, working in conjunction with the roof-mounted spoiler to
provide 88 pounds of additional downforce. While the active rear spoiler is pretty neat
considering it's a first for Mini, it ultimately reduces what little rear visibility existed in the first
place. But when you're enjoying isolated mountain and canyon roads, who cares about what's
behind you? The Mini Coupe S begs to be driven fast. Throttle response is peppy thanks to
Mini's twin-scroll turbocharged 1. That power translates to a mph and quarter-mile time of 6.
The Coupe S scooted around our figure eight in 26 seconds at an average lateral load of 0. On
the skidpad, the car averaged a lateral acceleration of 0. For comparison, the lighter pounds
versus the Coupe S' pounds four-passenger Cooper S with the same mill is nearly as speedy as
its two-seater counterpart, reaching 60 mph in 6. The figure eight is where the Cooper S lagged
a little more than a second While the hardtop is electronically limited to a top speed of mph, the
Coupe S kicks it up one more notch to mph. While the Coupe S doesn't look much racier than
the hatchback on paper, the driving experience is much more titillating. Through twisty roads
and hairpin turns, the Coupe S is fun to toss around, thanks to what associate online editor
Benson Kong calls a "wonderfully damped" chassis. Kong also lauded the handling in the
Coupe S, saying it "feels neutral erring toward understeer. However, the sturdy, weighty
steering feel was only present when Sport mode was on. Because of its rigid suspension and
rock-hard run-flat tires, the ride felt extra firm, which posed a bit of problem when hitting
imperfections in the road. Between all those loud thuds and the wind noise from the squashed

A-pillars, it wasn't a quiet ride. The windows sounded like they weren't rolled up all the way, but
that wasn't quite as annoying as the shifter. Associate online editor Nate Martinez noted it didn't
feel accurate or crisp, and switching into the second gear shift gate from a higher gear at times
wasn't easily engaged. Mini claims the Coupe S has a more powerful braking system consisting
of When a deer suddenly leapt onto the road during my drive up to the ski resort, I definitely felt
the power of Mini's stronger brakes. I quickly came to a full stop and thanked my lucky stars
because not even the Coupe's helmet could have prevented the potential damage a deer
could've caused. In typical Mini fashion, the Coupe's interior is dominated by the massive dog
dish speedometer, with optional navigation, Sirius radio, and other features displayed in the
center. Given its exterior look, surprisingly, claustrophobia isn't an issue inside the Coupe S,
unless you have a inch snowboard protruding from the inch wide and 8-inch high trunk
pass-through. Shifting gears became even more difficult with my elbow smacking the board
with each throw, which will probably be the same story when other long items won't fit in the 9.
If groceries or shopping bags will normally be occupying the cargo area, the Coupe S should do
the job; recessed shelves behind the front seats also provide a few more cubes of stowage.
Headroom is also rather forgiving at Is the Coupe S, which only seats two and offers minimal
cargo room, a smart car? Maybe not. Sometimes the things that are the most fun in life aren't
always the smartest. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Michael Shaffer photographer
Karla Sanchez writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. This page is for personal,
non-commercial use. Compare 4 Cooper S trims and trim families below to see the differences
in prices and features. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage
doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for
everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep
bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Trim Family
Comparison. Base View 4 Trims. Features 1. Cooper S Base Base 2dr Hardtop. Base 2dr Coupe.
Base 2dr Roadster. Base 2dr Convertible. Volkswagen GTI. Research Another Vehicle. We
notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to
disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop
down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ
depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were
viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes
a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled
to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in
your browser. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. The Mini Cooper delivers agile
handling, crisp performance and an interminably cute bulldog appearance in a tidy, efficient,
front-wheel drive package, with plenty of space and comfort for front seat passengers. The
number of Mini Cooper body styles has expanded to include Hardtop, Clubman, Coupe,
Convertible, and Roadster versions, all similar in terms of mechanicals, structure, front
sheetmetal, and interiors. All ride on the same inch wheelbase except the Clubman, a stretched
version that rides on a inch wheelbase. The styling of the Mini Coopers was freshened for with
new bumper, tail light and wheel designs. The front ends were also reshaped to meet new
requirements for pedestrian safety. For , updates for the Mini Cooper models were confined to
cosmetics, including a new line of trim options aimed at giving owners more opportunity to
individualize their cars. Offered as a new collection of custom options called Mini Yours, the
choices include a two-tone leather-clad instrument panel with fancy stitching; a two-tone leather
steering wheel; Soda pattern Lounge Leather upholstery; inch aluminum alloy wheels; and new
interior and exterior colors. The Mini Baker Street and the Mini Bayswater are special edition
Hardtop models with expressive design features and exclusive equipment influenced by
contemporary London style as the city prepares for the Olympic Games. Mini Baker Street is
oriented around the fresh, youthful style of the brand, and comes with the hp Mini Cooper
engine. Mini Bayswater is focused on the sporting verve and agile handling for which the Mini is
renowned and is available with either the Mini Cooper engine or the hp Mini Cooper S engine.
The Mini Coopers are powered by a 1. All Minis are available with an optional 6-speed
automatic. The Mini Cooper models come standard with a 1. This engine works best with the
standard 6-speed manual transmission, which adds to the sportiness and makes the Mini
Cooper fun to drive. Acceleration performance isn't quick but it's adequate. Premium gasoline is
required, however. The Mini Cooper S models come with a turbocharged version of the same
engine that generates horsepower and a substantial pound-feet of torque, making it one of the
world's most powerful engines for its size. All the Minis are fun to drive, but in Cooper S trim
they deliver exhilarating performance and nimble handling that's most easily appreciated on a
twisty back road. With all that torque, this engine works well with the automatic though we still
prefer the manual for sportiness. Premium gasoline is required. The Mini Cooper Hardtop is

quite practical when viewed as a two-seat car with cargo capacity. The front seats are very
comfortable and supportive seats, and they are large enough to accommodate all sizes of
drivers and front passengers. With its hatchback and folding rear seats, the Hardtop can haul
reasonable amounts of gear. It has a two-place rear seat, but it is hard to climb into and offers
very limited leg room. The back seats are best left for small children or, better yet, stuff. Those
who want more room might choose the Mini Cooper Clubman, which is essentially a small
station wagon. The Clubman is 9. The extra wheelbase converts to more rear legroom, making it
more practical for rear-seat passengers. Access to the rear seat is eased by a third, rear-hinged
door on the passenger side. The Clubman also features side-hinged swing-out doors at the
back, for easy access to the cargo area, though they don't improve the appearance. A wide
range of styling options allows owners to personalize their cars, and it's a major part of Mini's
appeal. The choices cover upholstery style, material and color; exterior graphics; trim pieces;
ambient lighting; and exterior paint, including contrasting colors for the roof. Functional
options include high-end features like adaptive Xenon headlights, rear obstacle warning and a
navigation system. The most expensive Minis are the high-performance John Cooper Works
models. The JCW models play on the brand's heritage as a multiple rally and touring-car racing
champion in the s. With horsepower, pound-feet of torque and ultra-firm suspension tuning, the
JCW package turns the Mini Cooper into a little hot rod, just the thing for charging up the Monte
Carlo stages. Mini Coopers offer a great combination of style, driving fun, low operating costs
and practicality. Engineered by BMW, Mini Coopers come standard with as much safety
equipment as any small car available. The Mini Cooper models are powered by 1. For , both HD
and satellite radio are standard, with a one-year Sirius subscription. The Cooper S also has a
firmer suspension, inch wheels and unique exterior details. The JCW models are manual
transmission only. It also has a short, third side door on the passenger side for easier access to
the rear seat, as well as the swing-out double doors in the back. For , a new line of Mini Yours
options is available for further personalization. Personalization is a key component of the Mini
brand, with an extensive list of factory- and dealer-installed appearance options that includes
exterior graphics, paint combinations, various chrome baubles and special interior colors,
upholstery and trim. Most factory options are grouped in four major packages. Many of the
items from the various packages are also available as stand-alone options. Safety features
include dual-stage front impact airbags, front passenger side-impact airbags and full-cabin
head protection curtains. The Convertible has a pop-up rear rollover bar. All models with the
manual transmission feature Hill Assist, which activates the brakes when starting on an uphill
start to prevent the car from rolling back. Adaptive Headlights became available for the first time
on Minis in This technology allows the headlights to follow the line of upcoming corners for
better illumination of the road surface. Rear Park Distance Control obstacle warning is optional.
We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the
lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is
good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great
content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Introduction The Mini Cooper
delivers agile handling, crisp performance and an interminably cute bulldog appearance in a
tidy, efficient, front-wheel drive package, with plenty of space and comfort for front seat
passengers. Research Another Vehicle. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider
allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for
your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for
autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running.
Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your
adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform
that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow
the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. A majority of all used US imports
have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to
Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US
vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their
risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years,
CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and
avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the
world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With
more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and
sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in

10 minutes I ha
toyota vapor pressure sensor
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

